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Abstract—With the rapid development of chain hotel enterprises, the urgent need of high quality chain hotel management personnel. It is an urgent need to solve the problem that Chain hotel management professional personnel training how to meet the needs of the enterprise. In this paper, we introduce the corporate identity system to strengthen the cultural construction of the hotel management, so as to cultivate the professional talents to meet the needs of the enterprise, to create a good atmosphere for the society, schools and enterprises.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the progress of the society and the change of the times, the development of hotel enterprises is particularly prominent. According to the analysis of the world chain hotels, the hotel industry in China will become one of the fastest growing countries in the world. In order to meet the needs of the future hotel talents in higher vocational colleges[1], re-examine the chain hotel management professional training, based on the original talent, to constantly innovate and practice, as a chain of hotel management professional talents of higher vocational colleges is closely integrated with the market and cultivate talents, need to continue cooperation with enterprises the depth of the professional into the enterprise, the students in the learning theory of culture at the same time, the enterprise culture into the professional culture, cultivate students conforms to the enterprise needs to have a theory of culture, professional skills and high-quality talent[2].

The development of modern enterprise culture is mainly based on CIS (Identity System Corporate), show the company's image, behavior, brand and other aspects. Human society will constant evaluation and testing it[3-4]. Combined with the development of chain hotel management, the combination of corporate culture and hotel chain management, and discuss a new model and approach to the management of Higher Vocational hotel chain[5].

CIS (Corporate Identity System) in 1950s by the United States IBM company first proposed[6], through the development of half a century, in different countries, different regions have different descriptions. CIS is consist of MI (Mind Identity), BI (Behavior Identity), VI (Visual I-identity System) [7-9]. These three parts interact with each other, is the organic whole, which is responsible for building and improving the image of the enterprise. Among them, the MI mainly stresses on the spiritual idea, is the enterprise operation idea, represents the enterprise's soul, the enterprise value in the society; BI is mainly focused on the people, is the enterprise to people, things to manage the dynamic system, in the whole system, BI and social contacts, directly reflect the image of the enterprise in the public, has a profound impact; VI mainly focused on the material, is the use of human vision to judge the enterprise's mental outlook and image, generally through the media function to complete[10].

CIS can be divided into three systems, that is, MIS (Mind Identity System), BIS (Behavior Identity System), VIS (Visual I-identity System) [11]. MIS is mainly the unification about enterprise in the industry competition to reflect the spirit of enterprise, corporate culture, corporate goals and character, etc...The value system of some personality after long-term exercise in the enterprise practice and the formation of the spirit and has its own basis for future development of enterprises) enterprise behavior recognition system BIS (Behavior Identity System), the concept of enterprise effective guidance, according to their own characteristics[12], so that enterprises can be recognized by the majority of the public behavior through the practice of enterprise, to show the spirit of our company and the dissemination of corporate culture, to reflect the enterprise competition in the industry, recognized in the public, establish a good corporate image) enterprise visual identification system VIS (Visual I-identity System), is a concrete manifestation of the MIS Visually, the concept and cultural factors such as enterprise with vision to spread the enterprise into a specific symbol to show the concept of enterprises Industry image[13], showing the style and personality of the enterprise in the whole MIS system, BIS is in the core position, leading the enterprise VIS and CIS and MIS in behavior and vision of the specific performance of the three is a common existence[14].

II. CHAIN HOTEL MANAGEMENT PROFESSIONAL CULTURE AND CIS

Professional culture refers to the same value idea and behavior of all the students in a university, which makes the professional students form one kind of professional characteristics and individual culture with other majors. The specific performance can be divided into spiritual culture, institutional culture and material culture.

The spiritual culture is at the core position, guiding the system culture and material culture. The higher education...
not only pays attention to the professional education, but also pays attention to the cultural construction.

Chain hotel management major is to train the hotel chain management as the goal, to develop students with a strong sense of progress, and strive to forge ahead, continue to strengthen learning, for their own ideals and goals. Chain hotel management professional culture and CIS organic combination, to cultivate students with chain hotel management professional culture concept, the students should start from the bottom, in the ideal and reality coexist, to adjust their mentality, can not impetuous, once the job and their ideal gap, the teacher should be based on professional culture to guide students from the most basic position to start, to overcome the students psychological barrier, new work environment and other factors, through their own efforts, to business and environmental knowledge, and gradually improve the personal ability, so as to promote the foundation.

III. THE CULTURAL CONSTRUCTION OF CHAIN HOTEL MANAGEMENT SPECIALTY

Chain hotel management professional and cultural construction is not completely abandon the original outstanding culture, but to strengthen the professional construction, so that the professional development of more prospects, and combined with the actual situation of enterprises to create a school enterprise mutual financial professional culture. According to the concept of enterprise, image, style and other factors into the professional development, according to the enterprise culture characteristic of the professional culture of the concept of the three subsystems of the chain hotel management professional image, ideas and actions, etc., so that the professional culture can adapt to corporate culture, into the corporate culture, as shown in Fig. 1.

A. The establishment of chain hotel management concept (MI) identification of professional culture

MI hotel chain enterprise culture refers to the hotel chain enterprises in the pursuit of economic benefits, create brand, Corporate image, a representative group of the establishment of the spiritual power, so that enterprises in the competition with core competence in the professional construction of the need to MI the power of spirit as support, cultivate students’ teamwork, the spirit of dedication, and the spirit of enterprise culture, enterprise cooperation, School enterprise integration, highlighting the characteristics of occupation education.

For chain hotel management professional spiritual and cultural construction, the Institute has always carried out the education department to the higher vocational education quality of teaching quality, shoulder the task of training high skilled talents for production, construction, service and management. Insist on the implementation of the Hong De, Duxue, and strong extension of the new concept, establish the slogan and the establishment of the exhibition hall in honor of the training venue, highlighting the hotel management and the development of human society, the establishment of school enterprise cooperation training venues, let students zero distance contact corporate culture, pay attention to cultivate students' quality management level, service consciousness, help students to better adapt to the development of business and industry professional, so that students in thinking and establish a scientific concept of occupation, in order to better integrate into society and lay a good foundation.

B. Building theory based on behavior recognition (BI) of professional culture

The BI culture of hotel chain hotel is a cultural phenomenon which is formed by enterprises in the management, publicity and practice. The school will be integrated into the behavior culture of the enterprise on the basis of its own culture, and it has made the reform of the behavior and cultural construction of the chain hotel management.

The practice of the chain hotel, after a school, after a school, after a school, after a school, after a school, after a school, after a study, can be exchanged to other posts, through basic services and job management, training students in the society. Management, so that students in school The theoretical knowledge of learning and the culture of the enterprise can be brought into play in the enterprise, the enterprise behavior recognition into the professional culture, so as to establish a good professional image[15].

C. The establishment of basic and visual identity (VI) of professional and cultural image

Chain hotel enterprise's VI culture is divided into two categories, one is the chain hotel visual basic elements of design, chain enterprises must have a unified logo, logo and image identification to establish a good, complete unity of the hotel image has important significance; two is the chain of hotel application design, including chain hotel internal office, external environment, image, public relations, guest room management, management and other systems. In the professional construction, the introduction of hotel chain hotel VI culture, hotel management professional hotel room laboratory, the standard of the hotel standard room and have a warm and creative, to train students to design and management, with a modern chain of the logo and a variety of innovative internal management. In the course of the experiment, the students in the course of the experimental training, including the hotel etiquette, service, management and other projects to carry out group simulation training, students can experience in the training of the hotel chain culture, for the future to lay a solid foundation for the post practice.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

CIS mode of enterprise culture, integrated into the university professional theory, combined with the social practice of university enterprise cooperation, effectively the chain hotel management professional and cultural construction, improve the professional competitiveness, establish a chain hotel management professional new image, create a good professional brand, for the professional development in a new way, to cultivate the high quality talents for the future development of the hotel industry.
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